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David Kibbe, Author of Atheneum Books $19.95 (252p) ISBN 978-0-689-11847-0 Kibbe, owner of a personal look makeup salon in New York, offers an attractive, optimistic formula where individuality champions (if you first learn to appreciate the truly unique creature and then you can simply express your unique look, your wild
imagination will be beautiful beyond your wild imagination!'). The detailed, enthusiastic text highlighted women's traditional isolationist beauty theories (in favor of fashion over beauty) and the need to ignore the importance of balance and integrating one's external and inner lives (Kibbe uses the old Oriental Yin/Yang concept as a basis).
Bu esnek, güven verici, kapsamlı ''tepeden tırnağa metamorfoz'' vaka geçmişleri, ünlü örnekleri, sınavlar, kontrol listeleri, dramatik öncesi ve sonrası renkli fotoğraflar la doludur ve Q &amp; As. Kadınlar bunların Dramatik, Romantik, Tiyatral, Klasik, Doğal, Gösterişli, Gamine veya çeşitli türkombinasyonları olup olmadıklarını keşfedecekler
ve kimlik ve öz değer hakkında önemli bilgiler de toplayacaklar. Kibbe color is one of the founders of Me Beautiful, and this book can be proven to be a popular one based on this program. Main advertising/promotion; The first series of Ladies' Home Journal; The Literary Guild is an alternative; author tour. (October 27) If so, in your
opinion, is it worth buying? From the information I've read, other than Angie, she seems to be the only image/fashion consultant who doesn't either market the concept of how to fix your body or the notion that every fashion person should have x... In fact he said that sometimes the things we think of as flaws are watering down our greatest
assets (no pun intended) and by trying to minimize these flaws we make us unique. Imo sounds good all the way up to this point. Is there much more to collect from the book or is it too old now? I'd love to know what you think of these 12 plans, or rather Christine Scaman, who has me thinking about these concepts. I got your book, and I
loved it. He says Kibbe is very important to those of us who are interested in expressing our essence outside. I'd say it's definitely some kind of gamine. Gamine energy is great imo what you don't like about it? I didn't pay much attention to the clothes people suggested online - I've seen Sophia Loren describe it as dramatic, natural and a
gamine by people who claim to have read Kibbe's book Torontogirl. Thank you for your heads about Jane Segerstrom's book and I will check it out. Thanks for some of the best books I've read (sorry i can't seem to get the bridge to work), oz caro. I haven't read a book in personal style (admittedly: I'm not a great reader for entertainment, I
read too much for work). BUT I'm going to check these out. A BIG THANK YOU! Cato oz, Kibbe because I think the book is confusing Because the concepts she wrote about provide adequate visual examples and the styles in the picture are so old and fat removed from what women wear today. I'm getting more things to avoid than his
lists. You are more welcome - always happy that someone crosses over the dark side Caro, I actually like the gamine style - part of the flamboyant gamine that confused me.... Kibbe talks about adding an absolute abundance of animated detail and this is anathema to me - if that means a lot of hectic things, animated detail. I think it's all in
the commentary. I'm going to try to find some visuals. He's going to the dark side - he scares me. Smile. You see for me. You know my obsessiveness. And I thought, try to discover another creative outlet here. How naïve. Darkness is calling... Caro - this is about no sweet comments!! ... Using your superpowers for good that's exactly
what I'm trying to do, successful or not. The goal is to be a really good force, don't accomplish it but try and aspire to this!! But sweet girls are a light giver, giving us kindness, warmth and understanding for the rest! bettycrocker - I agree a lot, what I don't want/decide should avoid can sometimes be much more enlightening - especially if
you tend to be eclectic like me and very Suz-playing devil's defender but perhaps you need to experiment with an absolute abundance of animated detail - in your own way. Your hair, your colors, your angled braids, it's a great texture - isn't that animation? I don't see it as hectic. - okay we all gryffin friends in the dark - flushing now I mean
here ylf here i know that there is such a power for good, Caro - so not obvious I am. I can tell you that seasonal color analysis has to do with my coloring (to some extent). It's kind of like summer, this kind of visual mess or grassroots contrast destroys me. This post has 2 photos. Photos uploaded by this member are visible only to other
members who are signed in. If you are not a member, but would like to join, please consider signing up. It'll only take a minute and we'd like to have you. Wow a little OTT. I don't see many of them despite the modern gamine and the summer-ness would change any hectic aspect of the imo too. These old Kibbe photos are really
something - they take me way back and surprise me heck. It's hard to think of a modern version of some clothes. This post has 4 photos. Photos uploaded by this member are visible only to other members who are signed in. If you are not a member, but would like to join, please consider signing up. It'll only take a minute and we'd like to
have you. Yes, the photos in the book are so extreme, their eyes are like boggles! But you're right -- everything has to be changed/adapted. For me, what's interesting to him, again, is the emphasis on the line/detail/pattern. I suspect this is all in the Triumph of Individual Style. But I didn't read that either. Just particles. I believe Vildy, Vix,
Shevia, ClearlyClaire, Alexandra and a few others worked through this book or at least deal with it. Here's another one to try: Dress Art. Thanks again Suz I read Individual Style Triumph &amp; i have a lot out of it - it might be worth seeing again (unfortunately my copy didn't hold). I'd love to see how you'll interpret the flashy part of the
flamboyant gamine to curl up with your body and personality to explore the Art of Dress now. I'm playing here. Pay attention to the Art of Dress... Where Kibbe helped me was clearly showing how body type/facial features should influence the fact that style choices. For some reason, it was hard for me to grasp this concept on my own.
Multi-year magazine quiz exams on whether it's classic, Sporty, Glam or whatever, it's zero in validity for me. They've confused me for years. Aesthetically, I can love gamine/Audrey Hepburn style and adore small, incomplicable vintage jewelry, but as one of a 5'10/180 pound apple, it just never works, no matter how much weight you
lose. In Kibbe's system, I recognized myself as a flashy natural -- at first I absolutely hated it. (Who wants to be Bea Arthur? And it certainly didn't look like Carly Simon, one of her FN examples.) But when I was trying out your suggestions about fabrics, textures, jacket lengths, silhouettes and so on, I realized they worked -- it's as simple
as that. That's why I think your book is valid. Thank you very gauche - this is very helpful. Nice to meet you as well I'm looking for some (current) information about exactly the types of things you're talking about. The fabric is a great example for me - I don't like thin, fabric in the top half of my body, but I love fabric that has curtains - it took
me ages to stop buying thin tees. I just order the book and look forward to reading it. Regarding gauche reviews:- body type/facial features should influence style choices- fabrics, textures, jacket lengths, silhouettes These are areas you really want to mine for understanding. Thinking about my next book... Again, thanks for this post. I
struggle with the idea that I've really been determined by some kind of physicality because I feel kibbe have just done a mini course through discussions on this forum (I gather) – what personality is about, likes and dislikes??? Then in the end I came around believing that it would probably fit into some soft/romantic/natural category, what
has been appealing... However, the more and more I see that it suits me and why fight? Lol - I'm sure the bastardized Kibbe light! Great article, Caro!!, I haven't read any of these books on your list, so I'm doing my project for next month. Kibbe's ideas about our physical being the backbone of our style were a real breakthrough for me for a
few years. Other items looked strange and made me realize why some parts of my wardrobe worked so well when I put them on my body. Imitating Natural didn't help me much when my physical characteristics included me in the dramatic industry. I'd be interested in your review of metamorphosis. ETA: After a little thought, I think
something about the flashy aspect of Caro gamine style, Suz, might be on it. It's very difficult to translate these terrifyingly dated images into modern content, but instilling a kinetic energy through line, proportion and movement can be a way to achieve the dramatic quality you're looking for in your way of thinking. My problem has always
been feeling that my facial features and body type ratio have been, lol. And yes, it's hard to find modern versions of the clothes depicted in Kibbe's book. That's the confusing part for me. I want to see modern reciproce from Kibbe himself, not someone who thinks about how he can interpret his book. Caro - just wanted to bell back when I
love Style Statement. It was enlightening to me. I finally decided it was a permanent classic that really resonated. I think the ability and effort to endure defines me in many ways to continue and is really suitable for clothes like classics with a twist because I have endured as well - but these pearl moto jackets, tuxedo shirt jeans - are the
latest in things and show craftsmanship, quality, attention to detail. Along with simple is not easy I still love the simple, convenient, ease triad I found to be a very insightful and useful mantra. I haven't heard the third book so I'm going to amazon now! Thanks for the suggestions! Suggestion!
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